Interference between saccadic eye and goal-directed hand movements.
The aim of the present study was to investigate the nature of the interference effect when the eye is accompanied by a goal-directed hand movement rather than when the eye moves alone. Latencies of eye and hand movements in response to small and large visual target stimuli were measured while employing dual-task methodology. Experiments 1 and 2 were designed to investigate whether the interference effect is related to a specific temporal bottleneck, i.e. the eye and hand motor systems share limited available processes at a specific point in time. The findings of robust interference effects independent of the temporal organization of eye and hand contradicted this notion. The interference effect was not present in experiment 3, where response preparation and target-localization mechanisms were limited by providing subjects with advance information about target position. Experiment 4 employed randomized target positions again and highly salient stimuli, the latter only limiting target-localization processes. The absence of an interference effect adds weight to the argument that visual spatial attentional mechanisms involved in target localization constitute the locus of the interference. Neurophysiological implications of these findings are discussed.